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A Zee Drive Partner Seat can be assigned to only one user (represented by their email address) at 

any one time. 

A Partner Seat can be re-assigned to another user. 

A Zee Drive Partner Seat entitles the assigned user to activate Zee Drive on up to 3 computers at any 

one time. 

A Zee Drive Partner Seat entitles the assigned user to operate (actively use) Zee Drive on up to 3 

computers at any one time. 

A Zee Drive Partner Seat can be deactivated on a computer and activated on another computer. 

When using Zee Drive, information is sent from the computer Zee Drive is running on to the Zee 

Drive service. This information includes but is not limited to; the name of the computer, the email 

address associated with the Partner Seat, the public IP address of the computer, a timestamp, a hash 

of the computer’s hardware environment (with a private salt saved only to the computer). This 

information is required for running the Zee Drive service. 

Zee Drive employs a kernel mode driver. A fault with the driver could cause the operating system to 

crash. 

Each version of the Zee Drive client executable (zeedrive.exe) has a built in expiration date after 

which the executable will stop working. The expiration date is set to at least 12 months from the 

signing date of the executable. 

Zee Drive requires an operational internet connection to regularly check in with the Zee Drive 

activation server. 

Thinkscape Limited may cancel the subscription at any time and for any reason. 

Thinkscape Limited will respond to support requests from at most two nominated persons 

associated with the subscription. 

This document may change during the subscription period. An up to date version can be requested 

from Thinkscape Limited via email or downloaded from the website http://www.thinkscape.com/ 


